The Director General,
NYSC Head Quarter,
Maitama Abuja,
Through,
The State Coordinator,
NYSC ________ State.
Sir/Ma
APPLICATION FOR RELOCATION BASED ON SECURITY GROUNDS
I ______________________________ with NYSC STATE CODE __________________ and Call up
Letter____________________ hereby apply for a relocation to ______________ State based on security
grounds.
It is with great fear and horror that I write this piece. As the events that has been happening close to my
residential apartment in the PPA I was posted to has been a rather fearful one and also a devastating one
to me. Because, it was life threatening and I lost some of my properties to it.
Firstly, I was to ______________________LGA of _____________State. The security condition in this
Local Government area is pathetic. Cases of cultist activities and other nefarious acts of theft had been on
the increase within this vicinity.
One death case was recorded last week due to activities of robbers that ransacked the entire neighborhood.
As a result, a life was slain and left in a hapless condition. Thanks to God, we were able to come out
unscathed from the armed men attack with our properties exchanged for our lives.
I lost my smartphone to the robbery attack and also my laptop and my wallet containing 10,000 Naira and
also my I.D Card. And it seems Corpers are also a target in this area.
As of the time of writing this post, I have reported the issue to the NYSC Secratariat and applying for a
replacement for the lost I.D Card .
To make matters even worse no serious security action has been made to curb the menace that has been
going on in this area of recent.
Efforts by the districts heads to utilize local vigilantes has been proven to be abortive. And since, this
location is at the outskirts of the town has made the area to be a kind of neglected.
Please, Sir/MA, I would like to use this medium to request for a relocation. I would be grateful if my
application is given a consideration.
Yours Faithfully,
Name:
State Code:
Call up Number:

